
9.27/75 

Mr. Bill Dick 
The National Enquirer 
600 South East Coast Ave., 
Bentana, Fla. 33462 

Dear Bill, 

If youwp*Ten't finished your Sarah Jane Moore story and haven't heard this one 
you might 	to phone Larry Benahy at UFA, Berkeley, Ca.,, to whom I've heard 
she tipped the Hearst arrest. Just before it happened, I'm told. 

Reminders: I was to have received $600 for the two stories on which Rod came here 
regardleee of anything that followed. I did receive the costs of the xeroxing beak 
but not this 3600.. I can use it, please. 

The notice that the work cones from my coming book is important to me and I think 
in time it can be of some value to the Enquirer. I haven't finally decided on the 
subtitle so please refer to it as Post Morten:,  which is the title. My route 
number has been changed. It is now- and this is the full address - Route 12, 
Frederick,Md. 21701. The price is $10, with insured mailing 75e. 

There is little doubt that the stuff you have bought is going to be need in 
'ongreas and by the Church coemittee. Someone made an inquiry of me this past week 
on behalf of a ember of the oubcommittoe on this subject. I'll be giving them more. 
For all practical purposes this book does their job for them. If the Enquirer plays 
it stpright, my way and with me it has a very good chance of getting or sharing the 
credit for breaking open the crime of the century. As much as one can predict poli-
tical developments I think this is trye. 

CBS is up to a big ripoff, not legit. reporting or investigating. The suit they 
filed for evidence in the Ray case is of this nature. We successfully opposed it. 
It was a very prejudicial thing, poorly done by eepeasive counsel no we had do choice 
but to oppose it. I immediately cancelled my scheduled appearance on the special. 
also made me think and there is a clear case they they are engaged in this large 
ripoff if that kind of thing interests you. 

There is contineeng interest in the CIA exposes and there is the unexposed. I 
have two things: an unexposed "front" used from spying an what citizens say about 
political matters and leads to what may turn out to be the biggest one yet. It is 
good enough leads for me to have included this in a book I've written but not been 
able to return to. It involves names with sensational ca notations. It is because 
these are so topical and the Uhurch committee hasn't tumbled to them yet that I 
tell you prior to your letting me know whether or not you'll be able to come here. 
I don't know how your owner feels but I know from my own past that some owners 
just love to be used responsibly in the Congress. 

I don't yet know the schedule on the book because we are only two people. While 
we work a long day there is very much to do. I spent the money you were to have 
sent getting some help on the appendix, which will be enormous. The book is 660 pp. 
I have made printing arrangements and the big hangup now is getting the index done. 
I have other documneta I'll print to fill out the space. 

While I have my own interests in knowing when thin story will appear if you will 
want any kind of help on promotions I'm going to have to schedule my work for it, so 
please let me know. 

Hastily, 
Herold Weisberg 


